Neuron numbers and sizes in aging brain: comparisons of human, monkey, and rodent data.
One of the several sources of interest in aging animal brains is their potential as models of the aging human brain. In this review we examine whether neuron numbers and sizes change similarly in aging human, monkey and rodent brain regions which data are available from more than one species. The number of brain regions studied in more than one species is surprisingly limited. Some regions show correspondence in age-related changes between humans and selected animal models (primary visual cortex, CA1 of hippocampus). For the majority of regions the data are conflicting, even within one species (e.g., somatosensory cortex, frontal cortex, cerebellum, cholinergic forebrain areas, locus coeruleus). Although some of the conflicting data may be attributed to procedural differences, particularly when data are expressed as density changes, much must be attributed to real species and/or strain differences in rodents. We conclude that neuron numbers and sizes may show similar age-related changes in human and animal brains only for sharply defined brain regions, animal species and/or strains, and age ranges.